### HomeFront. KIDS

#### Month 1: Empowered Mothers and Daughters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Main Ideas</strong></th>
<th><strong>Activities</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1) What would society/families be like if there were only women?  
2) What would society/families be like if there were only men?  
3) Regularly discuss the importance of motherhood. Motherhood should not be an afterthought. | 1) Make something Grandma used to make and share with the family.  
2) Create a piece of art or learn a musical piece about motherhood and display or share it with your family. |

**Resource 1:** It’s a blessing to be a parent and see your children grow, learn and discover joy.

**Parent**  
How the Sexual Revolution hijacked Feminism.

**Family**  
Baby Hears Mom’s Voice

**Resource 2:** Appearances can often be deceiving. We should always be on the lookout for truth.

**Parent**  
Why I Won’t Call Myself a Feminist: It’s Hypocrisy

**Family**  
A Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing

**Resource 3:** We need each other’s differences. When we serve, we feel needed. When we feel needed, we feel joy and unity.

**Parent**  
Intersectional Feminist: What is it?

**Family**  
Gratitude Story for Kids

---

**Complete the sentence:** When I’m uncertain, I know I can trust _______.

**Who needs you?**

---

**Preview**

**Main Ideas**
- 1) What would society/families be like if there were only women?
- 2) What would society/families be like if there were only men?
- 3) Regularly discuss the importance of motherhood. Motherhood should not be an afterthought.

**Activities**
- 1) Make something Grandma used to make and share with the family.
- 2) Create a piece of art or learn a musical piece about motherhood and display or share it with your family.

**Month 1: Empowered Mothers and Daughters**
Resource 4: People are seeking fulfillment by pursuing their ‘dreams’ but are realizing family is what they want.

Parent
We have greatly underestimated feminism's harmful influence.

Family
The Umbrella

Resource 5: Those under our own roofs are worth sacrificing for. The fabric of society is service and sacrifice.

Parent
When did Feminism become so Anti-Motherhood?

Family
The Joy of Sacrifice

Resource 6: Consider all factors in a study, not just the numbers.

Parent
Explore Feminism

Family
Count the Basketball Passes

Resource 7: Women have more opportunities than ever before.

Parent
Gender Gap Myth

Family
You Can

Month 1: Empowered Mothers and Daughters

What are your dreams?

Tell about a time when you felt the joy of sacrifice.

How many presents did you get for your birthday? What is your favorite memory?

Describe a woman you admire.
Resource 8: Many women want to work part time to spend more time with family.

Think of something that is important to you. Play 20 questions to guess what it is.

Month 1: Empowered Mothers and Daughters

Resource 9: A woman’s value should be understood to include nurturing.

If you could do anything in the world with your family, what would you do?

Month 1: Empowered Mothers and Daughters

Resource 10: A woman’s value should be understood to include nurturing.

What does your Mom always say or do that makes you feel good?

Month 1: Empowered Mothers and Daughters

Review

Family Jeopardy Talking Point Game
• Set team quantity (+ -)
• Click on question, state answer, then click question to see answer.
• Score team. (x √)
• Click on answer to return to gameboard.

Month 1: Empowered Mothers and Daughters
Role Play #2
Scenario
A friend at school says: I don’t think I want to have kids and I might not get married, either. I just want a great career.

Response
Talking Points: Of women who have always worked, 54 percent say they would prefer to stay at home and take care of family rather than work outside the home.¹

Month 1: Empowered Mothers and Daughters

Reflected
Parent
Review some Homefront Project articles/videos from Fem 101.

Family
1. What did you learn?
2. What do you want to do differently?
3. What were you surprised by?
4. With whom do you want to share what you learned?

Summarize & Share
Parent
Unit Survey

Family
Which is your favorite image to share from Feminism 101?

Who will you share this with?

Main Ideas

1) Men and boys play an important role in society. Males matter!

2) Fathers are important to their children.

Activities

1) Set up an exercise plan to take care of your body and to get stronger.
2) Watch a movie or documentary about the Titanic. Look for men living the principle of "Women and Children First."

Resource 1: Not all women want the life men lead. Many women want more time for relationships in their lives.

Parent
Does Feminism Speak for Women?

Family
Love You Forever

Resource 2: Masculinity enables good men to do good things like providing and protecting.

Parent
Make Men Masculine Again

Family
I’ll Make a Man Out of You

Resource 3: Men and women need each other. Men lose part of their identity when pushed aside.

Parent
Men in America

Family
You Are Special

What would we lose if women’s roles disappeared?

What would we lose if men’s roles disappeared?

How would you feel or act if you were ignored because of your hair or eye color?
Resource 4: Because of the focus on girls, boys are missing out.

Parent
The War Against Boys

Family
Papa Smurf’s Sacrifice Scene

Which movies or TV shows have a man or a boy as an admirable character?

Month 2: Empowered Fathers and Sons

Resource 5: Men throughout history have given up their own lives to put women and children first.

Parent
The Wars Against Men

Family
Dad Saves the Day

Tell about a time when your Dad protected you.

Month 2: Empowered Fathers and Sons

Resource 6: Some people think girls thrive when boys fail. Attacking others doesn’t help you.

Parent
Toxic Masculinity? Tucker Part II

Family
The Crab Mentality and Why Humans Do This

Whose dreams do you want to support?

Month 2: Empowered Fathers and Sons

Resource 7: Men are starting to stand up to tell their side.

Parent
Meeting the Enemy

Family
Sara Bareilles – Brave – Cover by One Voice Children’s Choir

Have you, or someone you know, ever stood up against a crowd? Tell about it.

Month 2: Empowered Fathers and Sons
Resource 8: Who is standing up for the good-hearted, honorable man when he is accused of something he didn’t do?

- Parent: Courage in the Face of the Law
- Family: Nelson Mandela Released

Month 2: Empowered Fathers and Sons

Resource 9: Thank men for their chivalry when they offer help.

- Parent: We Appreciate Chivalry
- Family: Alicia Keys – Good Job – Cover by One Voice Children’s Choir

Tell about a time when you saw a man open a door for a woman or let her go first. How did it make you feel?

Month 2: Empowered Fathers and Sons

Resource 10: Some women say they suffer because of men; men are suffering too. Male Bashing solves nothing.

- Parent: Modern Feminism’s Androgyny Project
- Family: Christmas Truce of 1914

Who can stop a fight? Explain.

Month 2: Empowered Fathers and Sons

Review

- Parent: Discussion Questions Survey
- Family: Talking Points Crossword Puzzle
  - Green key shows answers.
  - Print button prints crossword puzzle.
  - Reload arrow formats a new puzzle for questions.
### Role Play #1

**Scenario**
A friend says, “Patriarchy has controlled women for centuries. It’s time women take control and now it’s payback time!“

**Response**
Talking Point: When only one sex wins, both sexes lose.

### Role Play #2

**Scenario**
A friend says, “Patriarchy controls society giving men advantages over women.”

**Response**
Talking Points: 60% of college graduates are women, 40% are male.¹ Women account for 51 percent of all workers in the high-paying management, professional, and related occupations.

---


---

### Reflect

**Parent**
Review some Homefront Project articles/videos from Fem 201

- Which was your favorite resource or video?

**Family**
1. What did you learn?
2. What do you want to do differently?
3. What were you surprised by?
4. With whom do you want to share what you learned?

---

### Summarize & Share

**Parent**
Unit Survey

**Family**
Which is your favorite image to share from Feminism 201?

**Parent**
Who will you share this with?
1) Sexual desires are needful, appropriate, and a joyous part of human nature.
2) Premarital sex and infidelity harm the individual, children, families, and societies.
3) When we as a society walked away from chastity, we walked away from our children.
4) The Sexual Revolution normalized pornography, premarital sex, abortion, unwed childbirth, and family breakdown.

Activities
1) Interview a family member about their wedding day. What made it special? Where did they get married? Why did they choose to marry their spouse? Share with the family.
2) Make a plan to be chaste. What do you commit to do? Read your plan to your family.
3) Make a wedding cake and decorate it together.

Main Ideas

Month 3: Sexual Integrity Strengthens Us

Resource 1: Sexual integrity is not repressive, it is freedom. It means you believe in love.

Parent
Freedom of Chastity

Why is waiting until marriage a form of freedom and not holding yourself back? What can you do to show respect for yourself and others?

Family
R.E.S.P.E.C.T – A Spoken Word

Month 3: Sexual Integrity Strengthens Us

Resource 2: Sexual Integrity helps create more dynamic relationships.

Parent
Does chastity make relationships boring?

Does chastity make relationships boring?

Family
Love

What makes you feel loved?

Month 3: Sexual Integrity Strengthens Us

Resource 3: Sex only in marriage helps create a safe and lasting relationship.

Parent
Men in America

If something is special to you, how do you treat it differently?

Family
Can you feel the love tonight?

Month 3: Sexual Integrity Strengthens Us
Resource 4: The Sexual Revolution resulted in less commitment and deemphasized the importance of families

Parent
Five Paradoxes of the Sexual Revolution, Part 1 and 2

Family
My body belongs to me, from my head to my toes.

What does it mean to "use" someone? How would that make them like an object? Creating real/true relationships helps avoid this.

Month 3: Sexual Integrity Strengthens Us

Resource 5: I would rather be single my whole life, holding out for someone totally awesome, than lowering my standards.

Parent
The hardest thing about not having sex before marriage was not what I expected.

Family
How to be a good friend

What is so special you would wait for it forever?

Month 3: Sexual Integrity Strengthens Us

Resource 6: Sexual integrity prevents people from being treated as objects instead of individuals of worth.

Parent
I thought casual sex would be empowering, but it was the opposite

Family
How to be a good friend

Who makes you feel safe and valuable?

Month 3: Sexual Integrity Strengthens Us

Resource 7: Sexual integrity always empowers and strengthens the individual, their spouse and their relationship, even if they haven’t met yet.

Parent
The Longterm Costs of Hookup Culture

Family
Integrity

What is integrity? How does sexual integrity strengthen your marriage if you aren’t even married yet?

Month 3: Sexual Integrity Strengthens Us
Resource 8: People are lonelier now than ever before. Saving intimacy for marriage will help couples find someone who truly values them.

Resource 9: Chastity can be chosen every moment of every day, regardless of what you have chosen in the past.

Resource 10: Modesty is about revealing our dignity.

Parent
Understanding the Sexual Trends in the Dating Culture

Family
What is the Value of Your Life?

Parent
Is It Too Late For Me?

Family
A New Day

What are you happy to have left in the past?

Month 3: Sexual Integrity Strengthens Us

Parent
Evolution of the Swimming Suit

Family
Design a suit that dignifies a female

How will you use your beauty?

Month 3: Sexual Integrity Strengthens Us

Parent
Discussion Questions Survey

Family
Matching Talking Point Game

How many talking points do you know?

Month 3: Sexual Integrity Strengthens Us

Click a card, listen, then click another card to find its match. No match? Click new card and start again. Make sure sound is on to hear all the card information.
Role Play #1
Scenario
Someone says, “Everyone is having sex without being married. You're not going to stop it. And it’s not that big a deal; it doesn’t hurt anyone.”
Response
Talking Point: When we, as a society, walked away from chastity, we walked away from our children. The victims of the bad ideas of the sexual revolution have always been children.

Role Play #2
Scenario
Someone is criticizing you for choosing to have sexual integrity; or making fun of your beliefs that sex should be saved for marriage. What would you say?
Response
Talking Point: Integrity is a deliberate choice not to devalue yourself or others sexually. Each person should have control over their decisions and experiences. A conscious choice to have sexual integrity creates self-esteem throughout a person’s life.

Month 3: Sexual Integrity Strengthens Us
Reflect
Parent
Review some Homefront Project articles/videos from the Sexual Revolution unit.

Family
1. What did you learn?
2. What do you want to do differently?
3. What were you surprised by?
4. With whom do you want to share what you learned?

Summarize & Share
Parent
Unit Survey

Family
Which is your favorite image to share from the Sexual Revolution unit?

Who will you share this with?
Main Ideas

1) Porn, by nature, escalates destructive behaviors.
2) Pornography is complicit in sex trafficking and other abuses to women.
3) We need to develop tools and compassion to help people overcome addiction, rather than labeling someone as "damaged goods."

Activities

1) Get out a real first aid kit and make a list of items. Discuss what each is used for. Then make a "first aid kit" for someone to use if they saw porn.
2) Look at pictures of a healthy brain, a drug addicted brain and a porn addicted brain. Draw pictures of or discuss the differences.

Resource 1: Pornography hurts our brains and relationships.

Parent
Let’s Talk About Porn. Is It as Harmless as Society Says It Is?

Family
Good Pictures, Bad Pictures

Resource 2: Real relationships are built on kindness, compassion and care.

Parent
Jessa’s Story: I survived being sold into child porn and sex slavery

Family
5 internet safety tips for kids

Resource 3: Secrets thrive in darkness. If you don’t talk to your children, who will?

Parent
Andrew and Eva’s story: How porn impacted our marriage

Family
What I Should I Do When I See Pornography

How can we stay safe on the internet?

What do you do if you see pornography?
Resource 4: You may need to talk to your children about porn earlier than you think.

{QR code with link to resource content}

Discuss what everyone can do to safeguard your home.

Month 4: How Porn Hurts

Resource 5: There are physical changes that occur in the brain when people have addictions.

{QR code with link to resource content}

How can we take care of our brains?

Month 4: How Porn Hurts

Resource 6: Pornography should be viewed as a public health crisis, due to its ubiquity and effect on children.

{QR code with link to resource content}

Resource 7: Porn is a dirty little secret that is better dealt with out in the open.

{QR code with link to resource content}

How do you feel when you can finally stop hiding a secret?

Month 4: How Porn Hurts

{QR code with link to resource content}
Resource 8: Avoiding or quitting porn use is the most loving and sex-positive thing one can do.

Parent
Porn and the Threat to Virility

Family
Remember Me.

Talk about a time when you felt deeply connected to another person.

Month 4: How Porn Hurts

Resource 9: Like tobacco causes cancer, the porn industry drives and supplies human trafficking.

Parent
The Porn Paradox

Family
My Magical Choices

Have you ever been surprised by an unknown consequence? Tell about it.

Month 4: How Porn Hurts

Resource 10: With porn, women and girls often pay the highest price.

Parent
The Real Effect of Porn on Women

Family
What if Everyone Did That?

Think through some of your actions, yesterday, and ask yourself: "What if everyone behaved like me?"

Month 4: How Porn Hurts

Review

Parent
Discussion Questions Survey

Family
Talking Point Scavenger Game

Click on the lock and type in the correct answer. Click the light bulb for a clue. See how quickly you can unlock all the locks.

Parental Discretion Advised

Month 4: How Porn Hurts
Role Play #1

**Scenario**
A friend at school shows you an inappropriate picture. What do you say/do?

**Response**
First – identify, 
Second – turn away, 
Third – respond, 
Fourth – tell your parents.

Month 4: How Porn Hurts

Role Play #2

**Scenario**
A classmate says, "My parents don't care what I look at on the internet. Plus, they say pornography is instructional and can help relationships."

**Response**
Talking Points: Frequent exposure to porn is associated with greater risk of developing a negative body image, especially for women. Adult exposure to porn is connected with rating one's partner as less attractive. The claim that porn is helpful in instructing viewers on sexual pleasure – porn is generally inaccurate and likely to lead to low-quality sex, as well as one-dimensional, likely unsatisfying sex, for males.

Month 4: How Porn Hurts

Reflect

**Parent**
Review some Homefront Project articles/videos from the Stop Porn unit.

**Family**
1. What did you learn? 
2. What do you want to do differently? 
3. What were you surprised by? 
4. With whom do you want to share what you learned?

Month 4: How Porn Hurts

Summarize & Share

**Parent**
Unit Survey

**Family**
Which is your favorite image to share from the Stop Porn unit?

Who will you share this with?

Month 4: How Porn Hurts
1) Children have a right to their innocence and are not equipped to carry the burden of adult sexuality.
2) Children are not activist; they should not be burdened with, trained or required to “save the world or “advocate” for your cause/ideology.
3) Sexual Risk Avoidance should be the hallmark of any healthy sex ed program.

Activities
1) Work together as a family to create a collage showcasing some great things about being an adult and some great things about being a child.
2) Play the dictionary game where players have to guess the right definition amongst other made-up definitions of obscure vocabulary words. Discuss the importance of truth and trust.

Month 5: Parents Teach Sex Best

Resource 1: It’s not about one big moment; it’s about answering all questions and being open.

Parent
Teaching Children Healthy Sexuality

Family
How to Stop Bullying!

Have there been things taught or talked about at school that made you uncomfortable?

Resource 2: Sexuality is a good thing and best when it is between a husband and a wife.

Parent
Talking about sex and puberty

Family
All of me loves all of you

What is the purpose of human sexuality?

Month 5: Parents Teach Sex Best

Resource 3: Many of the principles in sex education devalues parents and respect for each other and yourself.

Parent
Comprehensive Sex Education violently assaults children and their innocence.

Family
Being Respectful

How can we show respect for others and ourselves even if we disagree?
Resource 4: Sex education, in essence, proceeds directly out of the assumption that children are incapable of abstaining from sex outside of marriage.

Parent
Why sex education has so successfully increased promiscuity, STDs and

Family
Just in case you wonder

Month 5: Parents Teach Sex Best

Resource 5: Many people believe schools should teach abstinence.

Parent
Should sex ed teach abstinence? Most Americans Say Yes

Family
Some parts are not for sharing

Month 5: Parents Teach Sex Best

Resource 6: The new sex ed curriculum brings too much information and infringement on parental rights.

Parent
10 things parents need to know about the new sex ed.

Family
Matilda and her parents

Month 5: Parents Teach Sex Best

Resource 7: Planned Parenthood is a business, and your children are their product.

Parent
The War on Children

Family
Top 10 Bravest Moments in Disney Movies

Month 5: Parents Teach Sex Best

Why do you think it’s important for your parents to teach you about sexuality?

Why is it important that we understand sex as something important?

What can parents do to help their children feel more comfortable opening up to them?

Share ideas about when it takes courage to face something.
Resource 8: Choosing to wait improves overall success in life.

Parent
Study: Abstinence-only works

Family
The Marshmallow Test

How will your life be better if you learn to wait for the best things?

Month 5: Parents Teach Sex Best

Resource 9: Sexual topics are for families to teach.

Parent
Comprehensive Sex Education (CSE):
Sexual Rights vs Sexual Health

Family
Pinocchio and Stromboli Scene

Create an exit and report plan for unsafe or inappropriate situations.

Month 5: Parents Teach Sex Best

Resource 10: Love, faithfulness, admiration, veneration, and reverence are central to sex education.

Parent
Comprehensive Sex Education undermines students' moral development

Family
Fresh Guacamole

Some people are teaching the wrong 'ingredients' as part of a happy life. What are the best ingredients for intimacy?

Month 5: Parents Teach Sex Best

Review

Parent
Discussion Questions Survey

Family
Quizlet Talking Point Game

Finish the sentence or match the correct terms together.

Month 5: Parents Teach Sex Best

How many talking points do you know?
### Role Play #1

**Scenario**
Someone says, "You don’t like Sex Education because it goes against your religious beliefs and your beliefs should stay inside your church! You probably think sex is a bad thing, too; and that’s the exact reason we need it."

**Response**
Talking Point: CSE promotes disrespect for parents and religious and cultural values. It also seeks to give sexual counseling, information or services to minors without parental consent.

### Role Play #2

**Scenario**
A friend says, "If kids are going to have sex anyway, they might as well be taught how to do it safely. That’s why CSE is so important in schools."

**Response**
Talking Point: The Ridiculousness of Teaching "Safe Sex".
- We don’t teach children how to safely play with fire to avoid serious burns; we teach them fire-playing abstinence.
- We don’t have texting while driving safety instruction for new young drivers; we teach them texting while driving abstinence.

### Reflect

- **Parent**
  Review some Homefront Project articles/videos from the CSE unit.
- **Family**
  1. What did you learn?
  2. What do you want to do differently?
  3. What were you surprised by?
  4. With whom do you want to share what you learned?

### Summarize & Share

- **Parent**
  Unit Survey
- **Family**
  Which is your favorite image to share from the CSE unit?
- **Parent**
  Who will you share this with?